Abstract: MUSCAT is a large format mm-wave camera scheduled for installation on the Large Millimeter Telescope Alfonso Serrano (LMT) in 2018. The MUSCAT focal plane is based on an array of horn coupled lumped-element kinetic inductance detectors optimised for coupling to the 1.1mm atmospheric window. The detectors are fed with fully baffled reflective optics to minimize stray-light contamination. This combination will enable background-limited performance at  = 1.1 mm across the full 4 arcminute fieldof-view of the LMT. The easily accessible focal plane will be cooled to 100 mK with a new closed cycle miniature dilution refrigerator that permits fully continuous operation.
Introduction
The Mexico-UK Sub-millimeter Camera for AsTronomy (MUSCAT) is one of the 2 nd generation of continuum cameras for the Large Millimeter Telescope (LMT), the largest single-dish millimeter telescope in the world operating at 1.1 mm. It is located at the top of the Sierra Negra extinct volcano at 4600 meters. The altitude of the site provides one of the driest places for millimeter observations, presenting opacities as low as 0.06 in winter [1] , as demonstrated in Fig. 1 . MUSCAT will be a diffraction limited camera consisting of 1600 kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs) observing in the 1.1 mm atmospheric band designed to efficiently couple to both polarizations hence maximizing photometric sensitivity. Primarily, it will perform high-resolution, wide-field surveys that will probe the astrophysics of Galactic and extra-galactic sources through a dedicated observing campaign. After the primary observations are complete, MUSCAT will remain at the LMT and become an "on telescope test bed" for emerging technologies to be proven and deployed conceptually before their application in new instruments and other telescopes.
Combining the unparalleled collecting area of the LMT with the sensitivity of a highly-multiplexed KID focal plane, MUSCAT will deliver unique angular resolution and mapping capabilities leading to high-impact and important observations that will inform models of structure formation and evolution on both Galactic and extra-galactic scales.
Science Case
About 50% of the energy emitted since the Big Bang by stars and galaxies has been absorbed by dust and re-radiated at sub-mm and mm wavelenghts. The percentage is higher in the epoch when most of stars were formed at z > 1. This means that there is a large amount of information of the initial phase of the structure of the Universe contained in the sub-millimeter sky. The limitation in size, sensitivity and field of view of previous ground based and space borne mm wave telescopes have added biases to the results [2] . The STFC Science Roadmap Challenges "How did the Universe begin and how is it evolving", the Astronomy Decadal Survey 2010, "New Worlds, Now Horizons" and the biases in the existing surveys, motivate the need for higher sensitivities, larger format cameras and higher resolutions.
Observations of the Herschel-ATLAS survey
Using the conservative predicted sensitivity of MUSCAT at 1.1 mm (table 1) , enables mapping of 160 deg 2 of the H-ATLAS GAMA field in 40 hours [3] . As deep NIR and optical images already exist of the field, the MUSCAT survey will enable identification of the optical counterpart of all H-ATLAS sources. The redshift distribution of the H-ATLAS sources is predicted to peak at z=1, with a tail distribution to z=3 [4] . By mapping these sources with the high resolution of the LMT, MUSCAT surveys will make an investigation of the galaxy evolution over the last ~12 billion years possible.
Observations of the Herschel-HiGal survey
One of the revelations of Herschel is the ubiquity of interstellar filaments in star-forming regions and their close link to the formation of cores and stars. However, the study is limited by the number of the regions that can be probed with high enough resolution with current facilities. These regions are not representative due the lack of massive star formation in them. MUSCAT installed on the LMT will perform a survey on large volumes of the Galaxy with enough spatial resolution to establish, for the first time, the global picture of the star formation process in the Milky Way. 
MUSCAT Description
The MUSCAT focal plane has been designed to cover the full 4 arcminute field-of-view of the LMT. It will consist of 1600 horn-coupled lumpedelement KIDs (LEKIDs) [5] cooled to an operating temperature of 100 mK. The detector focal plane will be formed using a mosaic of 4 sub-arrays each with 400 KIDs. Each sub-array will be fabricated from a single 4-inch wafer.
Following the radiation path from the telescope, light gathered by the primary optics will be directed toward MUSCAT using a flat pick-off mirror (Fig. 2) . Two powered warm mirrors in a crossed-Dragone configuration then form a pupil (cold stop) inside the cryostat. A strong baffling scheme was selected to minimize the effects of stray-light, as shown in Fig. 3 . After the cold stop, the final image is formed at the feed horn array by two cryogenic mirrors housed inside the 350 mK superconducting shield reducing the instrument thermal emission to negligible levels and providing a magnetically stable environment to house the detectors.
To reach the 100 mK operating temperature, four cryogenic stages are required: 50 K, 4 K, 1 K and 350 mK. The first two stages will be provided by a Cryomech Pulse Tube Cooler (PTC) model 420 which has 2W of cooling power at 4 K. A 1 K continuous buffer stage is supplied by a Chase Research Cryogenics [6] and is used to pre-cool wiring and structural supports for the subsequent stages. The 350 mK stage is provided by a similar continuous dual He-10 fridge, which provides 500 W of cooling power sufficient to cool the cold optics and radiation shields as well as providing a condensing stage for the 100mK cooler. The 100 mK stage is provided by a closed-cycle minidilutor fridge capable of cooling down to 88 mK with the predicted load of around 1 W. The last three stages were ordered with Chase Research Cryogenics and will be delivered by February 2018. A detailed explanation on the cryogenic fridges is given in [7] .
Arrays of LEKIDs offer numerous advantages for large-format arrays and have been successfully demonstrated at mm-wavelengths [8] . KID arrays enable multiplexing ratios of several hundreds of detectors on a single transmission line and a cryogenic amplifier, removing the need for complex readout components to be cooled to cryogenics temperatures. The readout hardware is commercially available at moderate cost and is based on ROACH2 boards powered by XILINX FPGA chips. MUSCAT will have 4 identical channels to readout each of the four sub-arrays. To date, the four ROACH2 boards along with a spare have been delivered and the integration of the readout is currently underway. MUSCAT has been designed as a modular system in such a way to allow future upgrades to be easily implemented. In the longer term, MUSCAT will platform compatible with new technologies such as on-chip spectrometers platform compatible with new technologies such as on-chip spectrometers [9] requiring detector NEPs ~ 410 -18 W/Hz cryogenic capabilities are suitable for any conceivable future KID based detector to be installed and tested. MUSCATs fully reflective optics can operate across several mm / submm atmospheric windows without modification and offer diffraction limited performance out to wavelengths as short as 850 microns.
Conclusion
MUSCAT is a KID based mm-wave camera scheduled to be installed at the LMT in Mexico in summer of 2018. The MUSCAT focal plane will cover the full telescope 4 arcminute FOV with diffraction limited performance and background limited sensitivity. It is on course to become the first instrument taking advantage of the full 50 m of the LMT. The proposed scientific programs will complement existing observations at other wavelengths and are set to provide important observations crucial to the understanding of structure formation and evolution throughout the history of the Universe.
Fig. 3:
Cross-section view of the MUSCAT cryostat highlighting the window on top, the cold stop, the aggressive nested baffling scheme at 50K, 4K and 350 mK and the cryogenic mirrors to form the image on the focal plane array.
Fig. 4:
The three closed cycle fridges to cool down from 4K to 100mK. Left to right: the 1K continuous operation fridge, the 350 mK for continuous operation and the 100 mK mini dilution fridge. All of them will be supplied from Chase Research Cryogenics, the first one has been delivered.
